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(2)
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B

manner with a fractional frequency uncer

tainty approaching I part in 1019.

The use ofa mode-locked laser for optical

frequency metrology was first demonstrated

with picosecond lasers (12, 13), with the

comb of frequencies emitted from the laser

serving as an "optical frequency ruler" or

"synthesizer." The spacing of the comb teeth

is given by the repetition rate !rep at which

pulses are emitted; the overall frequency off

set of the comb teeth is given by fceo' Recent
experiments (14-19) have demonstrated that

the frequency comb associated with a femto

second mode-locked laser can be readily con

trolled and is more versatile and precise than

existing technologies (20).

We search for potential limitations in

the femtosecond laser synthesizer approach

by rigorously comparing four such synthe

sizers that use two different types of con

struction (20). The basic scheme of our

measurements is to compare pairs of fem

tosecond laser synthesizers (labeled by in

dices I and 2) and verify with optical het

erodyne techniques that the output modes

have their expected frequency positions rel

ative to a continuous-wave reference laser

with frequency le = 456 THz (Fig. 1). The

mode spacing (i.e., repetition rate) of the

two synthesizers can be written as

h ep1 = (fL- loeo1 - fb1)/N1

whereh,1 b2 are the beat frequencies betweenh

and modes NI 2 of the respective femtosecond

Femtosecond
' - - - - - - i~ Laser f- J!.... ~ .l'-- .y..l-.l- ~

Synthesizer 2

Femtosecond
r - - - - ~ Laser

Synthesizer 1

measurements indicate that et could have been

smaller than its present value by a factor of

10-5in the early universe some 10 billion years

ago (11). The next generation of optical fre

quency standards should enable searches at the

level of 10-18per year. However, these search

es require a low-noise, broadband (> I00 THz)

frequency synthesizer that is able to phase

coherently generate an arbitrary optical (or

microwave) frequency at its output given an

optical frequency reference input. Within this

context, we demonstrate that an optical fre

quency synthesizer using a mode-locked

femtosecond laser can operate in such a

JL
Fig. 1. Two approaches to .hI1
compare femtosecond laser ~ I J;
synthesizers that are refer- A j ----tool ~ Ix

enced to the same optical iJLL'
frequency t; (AJ The posi-
tion of the (N + 1)th mode

from one synthesizer is ---U-LN ,:1 N+l
compared against the corre-
sponding mode from the
second synthesizer. (B) The I i<- I

mode spacings of the two K: ~
synthesizers are set to be I.r...
equal thereby enabling the b2:<

comparison ofgroups of modes (~1000) from eachsynthesizer in anarbitrary region ofthe opticalspectrum.
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At present, microwave frequency standards

based on the ground-state hyperfine transition

in cesium atoms have fractional frequency un

certainties at the level of I part in 1015 (1).

However, new optical frequency standards (1)

and clocks (2, 3) using ultrastable lasers (4, 5)

locked to optical transitions in laser-cooled ions

and atoms have the potential to be orders of

magnitude more stable and accurate. For exam

ple, the stability of neutral calcium and mercury

ion optical frequency standards already exceeds

that of the best microwave standards by one or

two orders of magnitude (2), and the fractional

frequency uncertainty of optical standards

based on single ions is anticipated to approach

10-18 (6). However, such an extremely sta

ble and accurate standard is of little value if

its frequency cannot be readily distributed

to users and compared to those of other

standards based on various atomic species

operating at different frequencies.

One of the most compelling motivations for

the development of advanced atomic frequency

standards is that their intercomparison would

allow one to search for possible time variations

of fundamental constants (7, 8). For example,

laboratory-based tests of the stability of the

fine-structure constant et show no time depen

dence at the present measurement limit of

~ 10-15 per year (9, 10), whereas astronomical
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frequency synthesizers BIPM-C2 and NIST-BB1 at 456 THz, (ii) the optical
transfer oscillatorof (18) comparing a continuous-wave laser and its second
harmonic,and (iii) the high-quality microwave synthesizerof (24). Curves iv
and v are the upper limits of instabilities of femtosecond laser-based
synthesizers connecting microwave and optical domains as reported in (25)
and (16), respectively.
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Fig.2. (A) Summaryof comparisonsof three femtosecond lasersynthesizers
(BIPM-CZ, ECNU-Cl, andNIST-BB2) with a fourth synthesizer (NIST-BB 1) on
six different days in 2003. Alsogiven are the number of comb lines (L) used
in the comparison,the total averagingtime (T) inseconds, and the 1-s Allan
deviation "x for each comparison. (B) Relative fractional frequency instabil
ity as given bythe Allan deviation for (i) our multiline comparisonof optical

from each of the two combs with k1 = k2 =
k to generate the frequency difference signal.

In this case, the expected beat frequency be

tween the two combs can be written as

fi(k) - h(k) =L :«> f,w' (7)

"When the relative phase between the opticalpulse

trains from the two synthesizersis set to zero (i.e.,

the pulses from each synthesizer reach the detec

tor at the same time), all the modes that are

appropriatelyphased generate a strong beat signal

with signal-to-noise ratio as high as 60 dB within

a 300-kHz bandwidth (21).

Thee ferrrtosecond laser synthesizers

(BIPM-C2, ECNU-Cl, and NlST-BB2) were

compared with a fourth synthesizer (NIST

BB 1) on 6 days over a period of several

months. A summary of these frequency com

parisons (Fig. 2A) is plotted as the difference

between the measured frequencies and the val

ues predicted by Eqs. 5 to 7. On each day, the

heterodyne beat of interest was recorded with a

frequency counter for total integration times of

several thousand seconds. For each date in Fig.

2A, the data points are the results obtained with

different gate times and experimental values of

L; and A. The statistical uncertainties shown

on the points are used as weights in computing

the weighted mean (22). These uncertainties are

determined from the calculation of the Allan

deviation (23). Such a weighting accounts for

the presence of flicker-like noise in the data at

longer averaging times and provides a realistic

(larger) estimate of the uncertainty. Using stan

dard statistical methods (22), we combined all

the data from the 6 days to calculate the weight

ed mean. The result is equal to -1.1 X 10-20,

with an uncertainty of 1.4 X 10- 19
, corre

sponding to a 95% confidence level determined

from a X2 analysis (22). Both the weighted mean

and the uncertainty are normalized by the com

pared optical frequency to give the fractionalval

ues presented. It can thus be concludedthat within

this confidence level, no systematic effects are

detectable at a level of 1.4 X 10-19
.

450

quencies of single lines adjacent to mode N

from each of the two combs (i.e., k1 = Js = 1).

This method does not require time synchroni

zation between the optical pulse trains from the

two synthesizers. When fceol' l ce02' l repI' and

l rep2 are controlled as described in Eqs. 1 to 4,

the expected difference frequency between the

k = 1 lines of two combs can be written as

In a second case (Fig. lB), we require/repl =

l rep2' This allows the use of groups of lines

fi(l) - h(l) = (fb2 - fb,) +

[(f,w2 + fb2) - (Iow' + fb,)]/N (5)

This difference can be determined experi

mentally by subtracting the two measured

beats Alx andA2x:
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Fig. 3. Uncertaintyof the optical frequencyoutput of a femtosecond laserfrequencysynthesizer.Shown
are uncertainties at averagingtimes of 1s (...) and several hours (.). The frequency error bars on these
points indicatethe spectral width over which the measurements were made. The various lines indicate
the uncertainty limits imposed by (i) the Doppler-induced fluctuations at 1 s, (ii) the 1-s uncertainty
introduced by the phase locks controllingthe femtosecond synthesizer, (iii) the 1-s fundamental shot
noise limitation for the control of the femtosecond synthesizer, and (iv) the estimated limit due to
differential Doppler shifts occurring in the control and measurement systems on a 1-hour time scale.

(4)

synthesizer. The frequencies of the output

modes are then given by

wherek1,2 = 0, -r l , ±2, .... In our experiments,

we require NI = N2 = N, such that 4frep =

frep, - fre", and /:;f= J;(k,) - fzCJ0 are indepen

dent of the frequencyh' Therefore, using Eqs. 1

to 4, 8/rep and 4f can be determined from/ceoI'
l ce02' AI' A2' kI' Js, and N This enables high

precision tests of the spectral purity and intrinsic

noise of the two combs themselves.

In the case of Fig. lA, with/repl ~ lrep2but

not necessarily equal, we can compare the fre-

(3)

h(k2) =A -fb2 + k2 X (A -L:« -fb2)1N2
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Figure2B (curve i) shows an example of the

computed Allan deviation for the frequency

comparison (method of Fig. lB) between

BIPM-C2 andNIST-BBl at456THz. The very

low Allan deviation of ~2.3 X 10- 17 at 1 s is

achieved when the beams from the two femto

second lasers are made to be mostly collinear

with the 456-THz laser that controls each syn

thesizer. This implies that the path length fluc

tuations from the two synthesizers to the het

erodyne photodetector are common mode at an

approximate level of <10 nm in 1 s of averag

ing. This low instability enables us to reach

statistical uncertainties as low as a few parts in

1019 with less than 1000 s of averaging (Fig.

2B). Also shown in Fig. 2B are Allan devia

tions from other optical and microwave fre

quency synthesizers.

Figure 3 shows the short-term Cl s) and

averaged uncertainties obtained from our mea

surements, along with measured and projected

uncertainties associated with the laser control

systems, Doppler shifts, and fimdamental shot

noise. The short-term (1 s) uncertainty arises

from differential mechanical vibrations and

variations in air pressure and temperature. The

estimated level of these fluctuations (Fig. 3, line

i) is in agreement with the measurements across

the optical spectrum, except near the frequency

A = 456 THz where we could arrange the

optical paths collinearly for maximum

common-mode suppression. The limit set by

the performance of the laser control (Fig. 3, line

ii) is only a factor of 1.5 below the l-s uncer

tainty near 456 THz The estimated shot noise

limited uncertainty at l-s averaging for the

control of the femtosecond laser synthesizer

relative toI L is shown in Fig. 3, line in.

Instabilities on longer time scales or fre

quency offsets that result in systematic errors

are of greater concern. In our comparisons, the

various synthesizers were separated by ~2 m

on a steel table. With temperature variations of

~0.1 QC per hour, the thermal expansion of the

steel results in a fractional Doppler shift on the

order ofa few parts in 1018
. We have attempted

to cancel this effect by arranging the optical

paths for our experiments in a symmetric fash

ion with as much common-mode rejection as

possible. In addition, the relatively long data

acquisition times of several hours provide some

immunity by averaging over temperature fluc

tuations on the 100- to 1000-s time scale. In

principle, the control system compensates for

all Doppler shifts inside the control loop path at

frequencyI L = 456 THz; however, because of

dispersion (or physically different paths) this is

not the case for the emitted frequencies far from

IL' For example, if the nonlinear optical fiber in

BIPM-C2 and ECNU-Cl expands at the saane

rate given above, the resulting Doppler shift for

the frequencies near 333 THz is ~200 J.1Hz,

which corresponds to a fractional shift of 5 X

10- 19 (Fig. 3, line iv), This indicates that longer

averaging times (::::::100,000 s) or direct mea-

surement and compensation of all Doppler

shifts would be required to reduce the uncer

tainty below the level of 10- 19
.

Considering the very different designs of

these synthesizers (broadband operation versus

nonlinear microstructure fiber), it is notable that

our data do not point to the existence of any

fimdamentallimitations to the uncertainty. Our

results appear to be limited mainly by noise of

a technical nature (thermal and mechanical

fluctuations) and total integration time. The re

producibility demonstrated in our experiments

fmnly establishesthe femtosecond laser synthe

sizer as a reliable tool for optical frequency

comparisons with uncertainties approaching

10- 19
, and demonstrates its value for precision

measurements in experimental physics.
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